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The current agenda





https://www.facebook.com/about/government_requests





3 areas of current study

• Big data

• Networks, style and 

impact

• Organisational culture



Big data

We never, ever in the 

history of mankind have 

had access to so much 

information so quickly and 

so easily

Vint Cerf



Big data

1) Bigger Data are Not Always Better Data 

2) Not All Data are Created Equal 

3) What and Why are Different Questions 

4) Be Careful of Your Interpretations 

5) Just Because It is Accessible Doesn’t Mean Using It is 
Ethical

Source: danah boyd (2010) http://www.danah.org/papers/talks/2010/WWW2010.html





Big data

• Handling material in bulk

• Lack of metadata (location, 
individual identity etc)

• Rumour v intelligence (but this is 
not unique to social media)

• the reciprocity between online 
expression and offline action is 
still largely not understood

Source: Cardiff Working Paper 153: Social Media 
Analysis, Twitter and the London Olympics (A 
Research Note) Pete Burnap, William Housley, Jeffrey 
Morgan, Luke Sloan, Matthew Williams, Nick Avis, 
Adam Edwards, Omer Rana and Malcolm Williams 



Networks, style and impact

• Size=followers

• Colour=tweets



graphs:@policingstoke – followers, degree1.5



graphs:@policingstoke – followers, degree1.5,indgree>1





Organisational culture

New knowledge regimes are met with 

resistance, not only because of the stubbornness 

of police occupational culture, but also because 

they threaten what is perceived as meaningful 

professional practice

H. I. Gundhus (2013). ‘Experience or Knowledge? Perspectives on New 

Knowledge Regimes and Control of Police Professionalism’. Policing

7(2)



Organisational culture



POLKA - the Police online knowledge area 



Themes for further research

• Ethnographical studies of police social media behaviours 

• Similar studies of social media users which begin to 
understand the effect of police interventions. How 
enthusiastic are followers of police sites, and how impactful 
are police interventions?

• Structural approaches to police networks: who is in them? 
How do they change over time, and how do they work?

• In particular, how do they work in times of stress, such as a 
major incident or a controversial issue?

• Ethics and privacy – including legitimacy, transparency and 
regulation.

• Studies of the impact of social media on police 
organisations


